Abstract-It is a difficult problem for Evolutionary Algorithms to search an optimal solution in multimodal functions with dynamic environments, where individuals search for more than one optima and their fitness value changes over time under such environments. In this paper we propose a method of Memory and Prediction Based Genetic Algorithm Using Speciation. This method is extended with a case-based memory and a meta-learner for precise prediction of environmental change. Especially, the individuals in a memory consist of 4 kinds of predictors and they can adjust to the change of dynamic environment adaptively. To verify the effectiveness, the method is examined to search for an optimal solutions in multimodal functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic search that mimics the process of natural evolution. This heuristic is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and search problems as seen in function optimization. Especially, multimodal functions have more than one optimum, but can either have a single or more than one global optimum.
Moreover, if the positions of more than one optimum in a search space change periodically, a standard GA may meet a particular difficult situation according to the variant of their fitness values. Dynamic environment means that the environment of individuals changed by the received stimulus from arbitrary external signals, and the measurement in the evaluation function is varied into a new one according to the change of environment. As a result, the one-time optimal solution was removed and a new optimal individual is selected from candidate solutions.
The GA has several limitations when dealing with dynamic environments. First, there is the most harmful limitation as to do with the tendency for the large majority of the members of a population to convergence prematurely to a particular region of the search space, and it makes difficult for the GA to find other solutions when changes in the environment occur. Second, the presence of several solutions with equal optimal fitness is the issue of how an algorithm can locate all the global optimal.
GA was extended with case-based memory for a search method to dynamic unimodal optimization problems in [1] . This method has a memory which can keep some individuals.
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GA search in this method finds the best individual in the population and keeps it in the memory. If the environment, the relation between the input signals and output one, changes periodically, the algorithm retrieves the individuals stored in the memory and put them into the population. The stored individuals in the memory can match to the similar relations in the past environment and become a better performance to search optimal solutions. However, if the change of environment is not periodically or if a new environment is occurred, the method can not perform an effective search in the standard GA such as [2] and [3] . These methods have been proposed to calculate the difference between an individual in the population and the memorized one and to predict the best individual in the next generation. But, we meet a new problem that the predicted individual is not flexibility because a new individual is proliferated by linear scale multiplied of the difference to the past best individual in the memory.
Differential Evolution (DE) is a population-based search mechanism and modifies individuals through the use of the differences of randomly sampled pairs of individual vectors from the population. Because the distribution of the differences of the individual pairs reflects the features of landscape of an objective function, DE can be self-adaptive to the shape of landscape in the search for the global optimum [4] . In [4] , DE algorithm based on the notion of speciation has been proposed to handle multimodal optimization problems.
Most of optimization algorithms for multimodal function problems in dynamic environment [5] aims at how fast it adjust to the change of environment. In this paper, we proposed a method of memory and prediction based GA using speciation in dynamic multimodal function optimization, where search space is divided into some regions by the species-GA. The species-GA has a memory in each region and the individual stored in the memory can adjust to the dynamic environment. Especially, the individuals in memory consists of 4 kinds of predictors. Therefore, the change of environment can be represented in the vector. In order to verify the effectiveness of proposed method, we examined for a multimodal function problem in dynamic environment described in [5] and discuss their results comparing to that of standard GA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, GA with Case-Based Memory will be explained briefly. Section 3 will explain GA using speciation. Our proposed method will be described in Section 4. Experimental results for its adaptively will be reported in Section 5. In Section 6, we give some discussions to conclude this paper.
II. GA WITH CASE-BASED MEMORY
A case-based memory can be considered to be a form of long term elitism, which is a technique to force GA to maintain the best element of every generation to ensure that generation's optimum never be lost. This optimum individual is given a seed in the population under no dynamic environment. This algorithm tries to maintain the population's diversity by introducing the individual from previous generations without forgetting every generation's best individual and then it improves exploration in the current generation. Once the individual from case-based memory is given to the generation, GA uses their individuals to track the course of evolution and predicts the next best individual. Fig.1 shows the evolutionary process by using case-based memory. P (i), i, and dt mean the population of individuals, the individual, and a periodical term of environmental change, respectively.
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Environment changes Environment changes The difference between the fitness value of the prior best individual and of current best individual is checked for the environment change. However, the traditional GA with CaseBased Memory method can solve the problem that landscape changes linearly. If the method makes mistake for the predict, a traditional GA works to search a best fit individual, because it has only an individual in the memory and it does not work well to the diversity of landscape adaptively. In this paper, we develop a mechanism that there are two or more memories to improve such a weak point.
III. GENETIC ALGORITHM USING SPECIATION
DE is a relatively new optimization technique compared with other more established EA(Evolutionary Algorithm)s such as GA. Similar to EAs, DE modifies individuals through the use of the differences of randomly sampled pairs of individual vectors from the population [4] .
A. Species Seed and their terittories
Speciation has shown to be an effective technique for multimodal optimization [6] , [7] . A niching method based on speciation can be used to classify an population into groups according to their similarity measured by Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance between two individuals is defined as Eq. (1).
, where The definition of a speciation also depends on another parameter r s , which denotes the radius measured in Euclidean distance from the center, species seed, of a species to its boundary as shown in Fig.2 . If an individual exists within the range r s from the species seed, the individual is categorized in the same species. Fig.3 Step 1) Generate an initial population with randomly N generated individuals.
Step 2) Evaluate all the individuals in the population.
Step 3) Sort all individuals in descending order of their fitness values.
Step 4) Determine the species seeds for the current population as shown in Fig.3 .
Step 5) For each species as identified through its species seed, execute genetic operators. a) If a species has less than m individuals, then randomly generate new individuals within the radius of the species seed until there are m individuals in the species. b) If a child's fitness is the same as that of its species seed, replace the 'redundant' child with a randomly generated new individual.
Step 6) Keep only N fitter individuals from the combined population.
Step 7) Go back to Step 2), unless the system meets the termination criteria. Fig. 4 . The algorithm of GA using speciation Note that Step 5) in Fig. 4 is executed to keep the number of individuals in a species. Because GA operator such as crossover requires two or more individuals as parents. Then, the parameter should set more than 2.
IV. MEMORY AND PREDICTION BASED GENETIC ALGORITHM USING SPECIATION
This section describes our proposed method to search an optimal solution in multimodal functions with dynamic environment. The method has two main mechanisms, Memory and Prediction GA(MPGA) and Memory and Prediction GA using Speciation(SMPGA).
A. Memory and Prediction GA(MPGA)
First, we develop the memory and prediction GA to follow adaptively a cyclic change of environment. The algorithm of MPGA is to keep the best individual in the prior generation into the memory. The predictor with a score value which increases by reinforcement learning if the predict is available. The superior individuals are reserved in the genotype representation in the memory where limits the number of reserving individuals in the list. If a new individual will be added to the memory over the limitation of number, the oldest one is removed, because the predict in this method reflects the current change of the fitness in environmental change.
In [3] , there is a crude linear predictor. The 4 kinds of predictors which 3 predictors can measure the turning angle and moving distance and the remaining predictor can measure fitness value are used in this paper. The former predictors can measure the change in a sequence of individuals and predict the turning angle and the distance in the moving direction of next individual. The latter predictor measuring fitness can calculate it adaptively in the unseen situation even if the predictors with turning angle and distance are worked.
There are M i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) individuals in the memory. The algorithm for generating next individual by the predictors is defined as follows.
Step 1) Let v i be a change vector which measures the difference of M i to M i+1 (i = 1, · · · , n − 1) and calculates the distance l i .
Step 2) In
, calculate the chage of angle ∆θ i d between v i and v i+1 (i = 1, · · · , n − 2), respectively.
Step 3) Calculate the average of l i ; ∆l and the average
Step 4) Calculate a predicted value of length and angle as l new and ∆θ new d .
Step 5) Make a predict vector to next generation by using l new , ∆θ new d .
Step 6) Generate a new individual by using v new and M n , M n−1 . 
In D-dimensional space, Eq.(10) is given.
(10) , where L and R i are calculated by using Eq.(11) and Eq.(12). A new predicted individual is generated by using only one predictor. Each predictor has a score obtained by reinforcement learning and the selection of predictors is based on a roulette selection with the scored value. The individual is generated within the radius R by predictors and a part of population with lower fitness is replaced with the generated individual. The R updates to be an average value of the distance from optimal solutions in each environment if the environment changes by Eq.(13).
, where R T is the radius at the environment T . D shows the dimension, n is the number of individuals stored in the memory, e t is the optimal solution at the environment t, and e * t is the predicted solution.
The algorithm of MPGA works as follows.
Step 1) Generate an initial population with randomly N generated individuals.
Step 3) If the environment changes, go to the following procedure. 3.1 keep the best individual in the prior generation into a memory. 3.2 Re-seed an individual from the memory. For the selected individuals, execute genetic operators, and then the next population is generated.
Step 7) Go back to Step 2), unless it meets the termination criteria. 
B. Memory and Prediction GA using Speciation(SMPGA)
Multimodal function optimization problem has more than one optimum. Our proposed method MPGA using speciation(SMPGA) introduced species-GA algorithm into MPGA. That is, there is each seed in a memory and then, the predict and re-seeding works in a species seed independently. However, a traditional speciation does not limit the number of seed. As a result, there is a serious problem of explosive evolution of memory. In order to avoid such a problem, our proposed method fixes the number of species seed, K, to keep the range of its territory equivalently. As shown in Fig.9 , all the species seeds is sorted in descending order of their fitness values and the lower seeds 50% less than the average of fitness are removed. The value of K will be changed in the search process. The remaining K seeds after first 'elitism' procedure are same as the number of memories. As similar to MPGA, generate individuals within the radius R of the species seed and replace them with the lower fitness in the population. R is defined as Eq.(14).
, where e * tk is the predicted solution by using memory k. The algorithm of SMPGA works as follows.
Step 3) Execute speciation.
Step 4) Remove individuals with the lower fitness and save K species seeds.
Step 5) Set the constant number of individuals belonging into species. The number is defined as
#(individual population)/#(species seeds).
If the number of seed has more than the threshold, adjust it to remove the individuals with lower fitness or add the individuals randomly generated within R.
Step 6) If the environment changes, go to the following procedure. Otherwise, go to Step 8 Step 9) Select the remaining N individuals to next generation from all the individuals.
Step 10) Go back to Step 2), unless the system meets the termination criteria. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Multimodal function problem
In this paper, we tried to examine the problem described in [5] . A suitable test environment should be multimodal and change slightly. Nevertheless, even a slight change might move the optimum to a totally different location. The basic idea of benchmark problem proposed in [5] is to have an artificial multi-dimensional landscape with several peaks, where the height, the width and the position of each peak is altered slightly every time a change in the environment occurs. In this paper, the problem is extended to draw a circle with a radius of 5 from each peak.
The test function suggested here has 5 dimensions, uses real-valued parameters, and has the following form: The coordinates, the height H and the width W of each peak are initialized according to Table 1 . Then, every ∆e generations the height and width of every peak are changed by adding a random Gaussian variable. The location of every peak is moved by a vector of fixed lengthin a random direction. Thus the parameter allows to control the severity of a change, ∆e will determine the frequency of change. A change can be described as follows. Maximum Peak peak1 peak2 peak3 peak4 peak5 Fig. 11 . The movement of maximum through a 2-dimensional space Fig.11 shows an example on how the maximum moves over time in a two-dimensional space can be seen.
B. Experimental result for dynamic multimodal function
This section describes the experimental result for dynamic multimodal function in case of 5 dimenstional space by using Eq.(15). The parameters in this experiment are given as follows.
• The size of popluation : 400 
, where W means a side length of 5-dimensional space. Fig. 12, Fig.13, Fig.14, and Fig.15 show the fitness of best individual, offline-perfomace, which is the average of the best solution at each time step, the fitness at peak, the ratio of individuals in each speices, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIVE DISCUSSION
We discuss the memory and prediction based GA Using speciation in dynamic multimodal function optimization. The main idea is to find a good solution in the search process and to save it into the memory. The prediction may be executed by the knowledge acquired in the past. Moreover, there are some kinds of individuals because an individual cannot match for all the region of search space. In order to develop the dividing region by using speciation. The proposed method can be good performance, however, there are some trade-off which many individuals and/or long iterations are required to find an optimal solution. 300  400  500  600  700  800  900  1000  1100  1200  1300  1400  1500  1600  1700  1800  1900  2000  2100  2200  2300  2400  2500  2600  2700  2800  2900  3000  3100  3200  3300  3400  3500  3600  3700  3800  3900  4000  4100  4200  4300  4400  4500  4600  4700  4800  4900  5000 number generations species1 species2 species3 species4 species5 Fig. 15 . The number of individuals in the species in SMPGA
